Emergency Department Facilities: Medicine in the fast lane

From earaches to chest pains, Emergency Departments see it all — and fast. That’s why precise documentation and a Facility Point System that's well-aligned to your resources and the types of patients you treat are critical to optimizing revenue capture and compliance. BDA can review your Point System and help you make adjustments so you can bill more correctly and appropriately. And work with your staff until they’re totally comfortable with your system — and able to use it accurately and consistently.

What we do

BDA has an exceptional track record of working with ED facilities to enhance documentation and coding. This includes reviewing and making the necessary changes to the Point System to ensure appropriate billing.

Our experienced coding and financial professionals have worked side-by-side with thousands of healthcare experts like you to improve documentation and coding, which in turn increases revenue capture, grows compliance, and helps you focus on what matters most: practicing good medicine.

» **We customize** our tools and solutions to meet your needs.
» **We simplify** so you can adopt effective, consistent, and compliant processes.
» **We educate** by listening and explaining until you are comfortable in your understanding.
» **We streamline** processes by introducing best practices that will improve your revenue capture and grow compliance.

Success snapshot: How BDA helped improve revenues from infusions

Documenting infusion start and stop times is often a source of significant revenue loss in an Emergency Department. Infusions can’t be coded properly without clear documentation of these times.

BDA recently worked with an ED client that was losing revenue due to missed start and stop times on hydrations and infusions. We worked with the nursing and coding staff on appropriate documentation. With our assistance, staff members were able to capture more coding opportunities through additional “add-on” codes. Appropriate documentation resulted in a significant improvement in net revenue capture and compliance.